NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 9 2012

Quick Answers

1. frequently
2. emptied
3. proceed
4. pillar
5. trauma
6. misrepresent
7. whistle
8. precision
9. volunteer
10. business
11. outrageous
12. eclipsed
13. exhibition
14. strategically
15. complimentary
16. rhythm
17. reconciliation
18. habitat
19. damaged
20. agriculture
21. generally
22. longitude
23. hesitant
24. mysteries
25. interpreter
26. phenomenon
27. manageable
28. preferred
29. pronunciation
30. inseparable
31. for
32. she missed the bus.
33. he’s he’s his
34. rains
35. Because we love cooking, we arrived early for the demonstration.
36. Jim, of all the athletes who are competing, is the best. (option 1)
37. I read somewhere (in a magazine perhaps) that next summer is going to be a very hot one. (option 3)
38. Before we start building the stool, we need to measure, cut and sand the wood and pre-drill the holes for the screws. (option 1)
39. In the wild, both brushtail and ringtail possums eat flowers and eucalyptus leaves; brushtails also eat berries, grasses and insects while ringtails also eat rainforest leaves and fruit. (option 3)
40. wouldn’t
41. towering
42. Joe, who usually amazed everyone with his punctuality, was unaccountably late for his important appointment. (option 1)
43. Two years later, John returned from Charleville and started university.
44. Lee conducted his science experiment confidently.
45. “I will meet you at the park later,” said Tom, “and then we can finish our game.” (option 2)
46. which was
47. and
48. being
49. might have tried
50. summer’s
51. adjective verb
52. who was making her first space flight
53. Jane, just like her teammates, is a formidable opponent on the court.
54. preposition
55. The pottery dish was fired in the kiln.
56. The detective picked up the key; he recognized it at once. (option 2)
57. cleverness
58. I thought that you had shut the gate because you’re the last person to go out.